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Post-Divorce Relationship Coach Provides a Second Chance at Romance with Launch of
New E-Book: Getting Back on Top: The Uncensored Guide to Sex, Dating,
and Relationships After Divorce
LOS ANGELES, Calif.—July 15, 2014— Getting Back on Top: The Uncensored Guide to Sex, Dating,
and Relationships After Divorce by Ian Oliver is now available in e-book for readers who want an insider’s
guide to ideas and techniques to improve and optimize the transition out of a relationship into the dating scene.
From recent divorcée to the single life, readers will learn the most common mistakes and how to avoid them
when jumping back into the dating pool.
Getting Back on Top not only covers dating and sex, but also deals with issues other books fail to cover. From
kid issues, financial issues, to how to benefit from shrinks and life coaches. It also includes issues such as
dealing with STDs and birth control as well as the “exclusive” decision along with a myriad of incredible dating
stories.
The pain of divorce is one of the most traumatic events a person can experience and advice is abundant in many
self-help books. But what many post-divorce books fail to cover is the fear, confusion and eventual excitement
and fun the process of igniting a new life after divorce can be.
“I was inspired by working with couples, initially on their finances,” Oliver said, “but eventually I would find
myself working with them and helping with their relationship transitions and seeing the impact that the advice I
shared with them had on being able to transition better into a life out of matrimony.”
According to the APA about 40 to 50 percent of marriages in the United States end in
Divorce. Getting Back on Top: The Uncensored Guide to Sex, Dating,and
Relationships After Divorce, is Ian Oliver’s gift to divorcées everywhere that is years
of experience in the making. It is a must-have collection of advice from someone who
has been there and done that.
Getting Back on Top combines savvy advice and surprising tips & tricks from an
experienced divorcée written for those just experiencing divorce. This book was
written to reassure them, laugh with them, and to cheer them on when it matters most.
Informative, stylish and liberating, this book the perfect read for those looking for a
guide into the unknown adventures of reigniting fun, reigniting love and regaining
life.
Step out of the darkness of divorce and into the light of a new and fun life!
E-Book: 161 Pages/ Genre & Categories: Non-Fiction, Self-help, Divorce / ASIN: B00LRZCZ64/
Publication Date: July 16, 2014
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